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4 Calculations
4.1

Introduction

The job of a

Calculations serve many different purposes, but all have in common that they

calculation

determine costs related to a certain job. Based on this principle, this chapter will
deal with a very important job within a given firm, i.e. to establish or approach the
cost function for the production activities in a firm where:
• More than one good is produced
• The time horizon is realistic
• Going concern is a main point of view (if not necessarily the only one).
Going concern means that the company is expected to continue its activities in
the near future.
• The production is carried out on a more or less know facility with more or less
known technology etc.
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Calculations on costs etc. are used in many different places within the financial system
of the firm, therefore it is no surprise that the calculations can solve many different
jobs. Some of these include:
• Control: For instance concerning pre and post calculations, controlling that a
given production has the expected financial consequences. At the same time,
a basis for future calculations is built upon these experiences. Examples of
this relational dynamic are calculations concerning public capital investments
such as: bridges, roads, metros, or calculations involved in building a house, or
sewing clothes.
• Inspiration: Major cost entries could be investigated in order to rationalize,
whereas major cost divergence, in a seemingly constant production flow, would
generate extreme decision-maker curiosity.
• Production: Knowledge and understanding of the costs of several different
alternatives is necessary, before it is possible to assess how a product is to be
produced at the lowest possible cost.
• Decisions: Cost calculations are, for instance, used in relation to pricing and
choice of product mix.
In short, the calculation tasks are everyday workings aspects of a firm.
To solve this complicated calculation task requires knowledge about a huge number
of methods and terms, some of which are introduced in this chapter. In this text, it
is naturally impossible to go in depth with all of the issues, but a number of the most
important chains of reasoning will be discussed. The final part of the chapter presents
some concrete methods of dividing costs, each method representing an approach to
dealing with the calculation task.
Definition of a

In the most traditional sense a calculation can be defined as follows:

calculation
”A calculation is a financial estimate of the costs attributed to the purchasing,
manufacturing and sales of a company’s goods.” 13
Or “A calculation is an estimate of the financial consequences of a given action, exante or ex-post. It could be for a single product unit or a comprehensive alternative
action (e.g. construction of a new factory). It can be a pure cost calculation or a
calculation that incorporates (expected) future earnings.”
The tool “a calculation” adapts, to a large extent, to this job.
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